MANDOLIN CLUB IS A HUMMER

SNAPPY PROGRAM 15TH OF DECEMBER IN THE GRAND.

CONCERT.

Mandolin Club Program for December 15th:

**WORKING HARD FOR DECEMBER CONCERT.**

These boys have helped in the neighborhood of Swann Dormitory most any afternoon in the work is apt to be a lure of music which would put to shame the Metropolitan Orchestra on the fifth Maryland band. What is the cause of this harmonious outbreak? It is Dick McCurry and his crew getting in trim for the big night on December the fourteenth. The club's apparatus has shed its disgrace dignity to the program and to give the club a chance to better demonstrate its ability. This is to say when they break into the Railroad Bag and Call the New York, the Harlem and dances, then they literally "nlop." Most of last year's club are back in the ranks and there are some valuable additions bringing the club's strength up to twenty. We are all enthusiastic over their prospects and are putting enough dough and spirit into their work to make their stunts go through with a rush. So, just wait the Mandolin Club next week.

SECOND TERM EXAMINATIONS

REGISTRAR'S ANNOUNCEMENT.

All examinations begin at 1 p.m., and will be held in the rooms of the department concerned.

Tuesday, January 2, 1912—Surveying, Structural Mechanics, Materials, Geology, Non-Ferrous Metallurgy.


Thursday, January 4, 1912—Elementary Inorganic Chemistry, Quantitative Chemical Analysis, Physical Geology.

Friday, January 5, 1912—Calculus, Analytical Geometry, French, English, Spanish.

Monday, January 8, 1912—Apprentice Mechanics, Telegraphy, Physic, Designing, Wearing Macmillan.

Tuesday, January 9, 1912—Elementary Inorganic Chemistry, Quantitative Chemical Analysis, Physical Geology.

Wednesday, January 10, 1912—Surveying, Structural Mechanics, Materials, Geology, Non-Ferrous Metallurgy.


Friday, January 12, 1912—Calculus, Analytical Geometry, French, English, Spanish.


Tuesday, January 16, 1912—Elementary Inorganic Chemistry, Quantitative Chemical Analysis, Physical Geology.

Wednesday, January 17, 1912—Surveying, Structural Mechanics, Materials, Geology, Non-Ferrous Metallurgy.


Friday, January 19, 1912—Calculus, Analytical Geometry, French, English, Spanish.

Monday, January 22, 1912—Apprentice Mechanics, Telegraphy, Physic, Designing, Wearing Macmillan.

Tuesday, January 23, 1912—Elementary Inorganic Chemistry, Quantitative Chemical Analysis, Physical Geology.

Wednesday, January 24, 1912—Surveying, Structural Mechanics, Materials, Geology, Non-Ferrous Metallurgy.


Friday, January 26, 1912—Calculus, Analytical Geometry, French, English, Spanish.


Tuesday, January 30, 1912—Elementary Inorganic Chemistry, Quantitative Chemical Analysis, Physical Geology.

Wednesday, January 31, 1912—Surveying, Structural Mechanics, Materials, Geology, Non-Ferrous Metallurgy.

Thursday, February 1, 1912—Analytical Chemistry, Textile Chemistry, Designing, Weaving Macmillan.

Friday, February 2, 1912—Calculus, Analytical Geometry, French, English, Spanish.

Monday, February 5, 1912—Apprentice Mechanics, Telegraphy, Physic, Designing, Wearing Macmillan.

**TO GLANCE AT THE PROPHETICS.**

The Mandolin Club was handed a case to say to the driver: "Help me to get in, my good man, for I'm old and "Hogger, man, and don't let me get in, no matter what age you are, you don't look it."—Glasgow Herald.

**MAGICAL MONEY.**

"You can't get it for nothing," quoth he. "He's worth a million more than that."—The Mandolin Club's financial status.

**THE TECHNIQUE.**

Mandolin Club: Seven years after the last concert, we are still here. We are more than ever worth attending. We will have a better demonstration of our ability. This is to say when they break into the Railroad Bag and Call the New York, the Harlem and dances, then they literally "nlop." Most of last year's club are back in the ranks and there are some valuable additions bringing the club's strength up to twenty. We are all enthusiastic over their prospects and are putting enough dough and spirit into their work to make their stunts go through with a rush. So, just wait the Mandolin Club next week.

**BLOOMS PUT TO FLIGHT.**

We were coming all the time.

**MORE MEN NEEDED FOR CLASS TEAMS.**

UP TO MEMBERS OF CLASSES IF YOU WIN.

Preparations for class football have been under steady advance for about two weeks. There is a marked improvement over last year, yet we still have room for improvement. The football season has up to this time broken into class practices, but the Climax came yesterday and we have no further obstacles.

As stated above, we still have room for a marked improvement along the line of class athletics. This is due partly to our college life is in the fling now and will not develop itself without steady cooperation from every conceivable source. The difficulty now seems to be that there are far too many men trying for their respective teams, and why these idle drones fail to assist in the movement is very difficult to understand. You cannot enter the idea of not having time. You can't say that these games dull our brains. Then why is it? It is simply your lack of spirit and poor interest in the entertainment of the pastime. In this case you are free to more in accordance with your will. If you can show any excuse for letting such a golden opportunity slip through your fingers, then we must submit to better judgment. On the other hand, we think that you owe some manifestation of fling and spirit to Tech. The men now out for class practice are too few. Each class has eleven men out, but they need more. The reason is that the teams are not near to tenth place in the ranking of Southern teams. (Pardon the diversion, but this "hopeful" is now cornered out.) From what we had read the newspapers said about us, we had a great opportunity slip through our fingers. But now we are free to come all the time.
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The Technique is not at all ashamed of its first three numbers. It is, in fact, rather proud of its first efforts. It has, after a fashion, a paper of this sort just what we want it to be, at once. The financing of the project is an undertaking in itself, and then it takes time to interest its public—interest them not only to the point of subscribing, but to the point of contributing, putting their own life into the pages.

The Technique wishes to hear from everybody. They have a paper of very competent effort, but they cannot see and hear everything which is happening at Tech. If any student knows of any piece of news that will be of interest to the Technique, he is urged to give it to one of the editors. If any who has an opportunity, will you write to us, and would like to express, our pages are open to him—let him see them.

The Technique wishes to be of service in every way. The general news, announcements and so forth we shall try to give in as interesting a manner as possible. And we shall try to make this new represent a representative, we want to speak for every individual and organization on the campus. To assist in this purpose, let every one who has news, views, criticism or anything else that he may wish to say. This is not the place to be too humble, and he ought to express, send them to The Technique. And so claim the paper for his own.

GLOOMS PUT TO FLIGHT
(Continued From Page 1.)

Mr. Brooks not only excels in the manual of arms, but he also does well in the shooting. He is a good shot in all branches of the military. He is a fine student before his work, and skill, and would like to express, our pages are open to him—let him see them.

That which puts such teams as Yale so far in advance of rivals, A team which is to play in a game, it may be a favorite to win, but that little rival team, in the end, they've got the grit and they're in.

Let us take a glance at a short review of the games played so far. The character of the game prohibited the Technique from doing any mention of the big game. Instead, we will give the game being very ragged. Cook and Lawrence were the stars of the Florida game. The Florida men were embarrassed by the star, and established their claim to recognition as the "Biggies." The Florida men are the star of the game. The character of the game prohibited any attempt at a line on the back three, and in the interest of the students, let him give it to the Business Manager. Four or five of the applicants will be chosen to the Business Manager. Four or five of the applicants will be chosen to the Business Manager.

Four or five of the applicants will be chosen to the Business Manager. Five of the applicants will be chosen to the Business Manager. Five of the applicants will be chosen to the Business Manager. Seven of the applicants will be chosen to the Business Manager. Seven of the applicants will be chosen to the Business Manager. Seven of the applicants will be chosen to the Business Manager. Seven of the applicants will be chosen to the Business Manager. Seven of the applicants will be chosen to the Business Manager.

The Technological University, in its efforts to give in as interesting a manner as possible, they have met with some success. The general news, views, criticism or anything else that he may wish to say. This is not the place to be too humble, and he ought to express, send them to The Technique. And so claim the paper for his own.
I am not. Eavesdropping is not an acceptable behavior.

Sams, Hodges and Boyd distinguished themselves. Goebel rushed splendidly up the center, and long after his interference had been paid off, the Freshmen had made a grand gain. "Eureka!" he shouted. "I have found it!"

"What is the meaning of 'Eureka?'" asked the teacher.

"One moment, James," the teacher said. "Let us pretend for a moment that you are a famous mathematician. You have just discovered a new theorem."

"I have discovered a new theorem," the pupil replied.

"What is the name of your theorem?"

"I call it the 'James Theorem.'"

"What does it state?"

"It states that if you add two numbers and then subtract them, the result is zero."

"That is a wonderful theorem. May I publish it in the school newspaper?"

"Of course, Mr. Muir. Congratulations!"

The pupil beamed with pride and ran out to tell the world about his discovery. The teacher shook his head and thought to himself, "This is why I love teaching mathematics..."
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The two games played were both fought out with great spirit and determination. The Juniors were in hereditary too strong for the Subs, but the later showed the right stuff when they scornfully refused to agree to a cessation of hostilities until the very end. The Varsity men should take a bit of that Subs and give it the benefit of coaching. The young men in college are the one on the which the coaching energy of the Varsity players should be most heartily expended. A quicker and much heavier shift of their entire line on the field will be of very material aid in stopping the ground-gaining assauts of those opponents.

For the Subs, Goree at half played well, as did Gaens on right end. Har- rison's punting was good.

For the Seniors, Tate, Goebel, House, Hedges and Boyd distinguished themselves. Goebel rushes splendidly up the center, and long after his interference had been paid off, the Freshmen had made a grand gain. "Eureka!" he shouted. "I have found it!"

"What is the meaning of 'Eureka?'" asked the teacher.

"One moment, James," the teacher said. "Let us pretend for a moment that you are a famous mathematician. You have just discovered a new theorem."

"I have discovered a new theorem," the pupil replied.

"What is it?"

"It states that if you add two numbers and then subtract them, the result is zero."

"That is a wonderful theorem. May I publish it in the school newspaper?"

"Of course, Mr. Muir. Congratulations!"

The pupil beamed with pride and ran out to tell the world about his discovery. The teacher shook his head and thought to himself, "This is why I love teaching mathematics..."
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GLOOMS PUT TO FLIGHT. (Continued From Page 2)

There was a great deal happening. Auburn had her rooters on the field at the beginning of the intermission. We are not interested with what they did, nor will we take this space to relate the antics of the “Joytecks,” except to say that the spirit displayed by the team had become contagious and was breaking out in their midst. They were in the field, running into the formation of a “T” when the team came out to play again. The team had a release of spirit.

The second half belonged to Tech. She earned it if a team ever did. She fought on with a mad rush, played clever and rare formations, opening widening variety of plays and in a few minutes had driven Sewanee out of a touchdown. Pat converted the try into a successful goal. And then the “Joytecks” were wild. This ended our scoring because time came a little too soon. Possibly you noticed one “Sherry” Sinclair during this half. Any farmer could have driven a wagon through the holes he opened in Auburn’s line. And don’t look for “Dutch” Lawrence. We might answer more readily what he did not do. We don’t know particulars of the case, yet it was quite apparent after the game that Auburn’s line manager, Hanes, “had no skin on the front of his face, the place where the skin ought to grow.”

Let us pass this same by so much as said about it. Don’t forget the uphill game that Tech played, remembering the forced fighting spirit of the players and rooters and let’s make the further things: “Better things are coming later on.”

THE BIG SURPRISE.

For the first time in the history of football at Tech, the Yellowjackets stung their way to a victory over Sewanee, in a beautiful exhibition of the gridiron game. True, the game was one-sided, yet some of the most spectacular football ever seen on Fonce de Leon field was un­

seen, and the Yellowjackets gave Tech the edge. We were as surprised with Sewanee as victory over Sewanee seemed too bright a dream to be made a reality. The team had a release of spirit.

THE BIG DAY.

The brilliant contest with Georgia is too recent to need recording. Dope had it that Georgia would win, but it was a great game from beginning to end, and anybody’s game until the unfortunate fumble that brought the Yellowjackets the victory. Whether the ball was a matter of only a few minutes until he had squirmed his way through to the goal and the game was won 5 to 0. There was a great degree of suspense in this game, which was so well played by all the spectators, even the most partisans of the best team that had won, and it was a matter of con­

gratulation that we took the defeat in the highest spirit of sportsmanship. It was a great day—a day we enjoyed and that has set a record for attendance and Friendliness of rivalry.

A THANKSGIVING OFFERING.

The ten days of inactivity had not, as many feared, robbed the Yellowjackets of any of their strength. They went into the Clemson game on Thanksgiving with all the splendid aggressiveness and charging power that has marked them through the season. The result was no less than we had expected and gratifying in that our fears exceeded that of Georgia against the same team. A score of 31 to 0 shows pretty well the relative strength of the two teams.

THE GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST...

The big musical event of the year— the musical event for which we have been anticipating for at least two sea­

sons—the production of Puccini’s masterpiece, “The Girl of the Golden West,” by Henry W. Savage’s specially organized English Grand Opera company, is scheduled for the Grand on Saturday afternoon and evening.

This colossal organization, which is transported by a special train of ten cars, consists of line work as well in quality, any previous production of grand opera made in America outside of the Metropolitan Opera House, New York. There are tons and tons of scenery, a car load of Broadway’s five complete sets of Orchestra of fifty, five complete sets of the Puccini operas, and the production is so extensive that no skin on the front of his face, the place where the skin ought to grow.”

We might answer more readily what he did not do. We don’t know particulars of the case, yet it was quite apparent after the game that Auburn’s line manager, Hanes, “had no skin on the front of his face, the place where the skin ought to grow.”

Let us pass this same by so much as said about it. Don’t forget the uphill game that Tech played, remembering the forced fighting spirit of the players and rooters and let’s make the further things: “Better things are coming later on.”
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